We use shortened and punctured codes to give an elementary proof of a combinatorial identity of Brnaldi, Pless, and Beissinger from which the MacWilliams identities follow as special cases. We also give a short, mostly combinatorial proof of one form of the MacWilliam identities for binary codes. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997
INTRODUCTION
Let C be a linear code of length n and dimension k over the finite field Fq with q elements. Thus C is a subspace of dimension k of the vector space FJ"' of n-tuples over Fq. The elements of Fi"' are called words, while those of C are called codewords. The dual code of C, denoted by C ' , is the orthogonal complement of C, and so has length n and dimension n -k. Let A,, A,, . . . > A, be the weight distribution of C (so Aj is the number of codewords of C with precisely j nonzero coordinates, forj = 0, 1, . . . , n) and give fundamental relationships between the weight distributions of C and Cl: r = O,l,...,n, (1) i (-l)j(q -l)'-j j=O r = 0,l ,...,n.
(2)
There are many proofs of these and other equivalent identities. MacWilliams and Sloan [S] derive them from a polynomial identity which they prove by character theory. Pless [6] and Blahut [l] use linear algebra and combinatorial reasoning. Brualdi, Pless, and Beissinger [3] give combinatorial proofs for each and show that both are special cases of a more general combinatorial identity. In this paper we give a simple proof of this more general identity by considering relationships among C and its shortened and punctured codes. We also give a short and simple proof of (2) in the special case where C is a binary code.
PUNCTURED AND SHORTENED CODES
Let z = {i,,i,, . . . , i,} be a subset of{1,2,...,n) with i <i, <i, < *em we usually write C,(V), the code obtained from C by "puncturing" out the 0th coordinate. We let C,[Z] = {c[Z]:c = (c~,G~,...,c,) E C and ci = 0 for each i not in I}. If r = n -1 and Z U {u} = {1,2, . . . , n}, then instead of C,[Z] we write C,(u), the code obtained from C by "shortening" the codewords with c, = 0. The following lemma summarizes a few of the basic properties of punctured and shortened codes; the proofs follow almost immediately from the definitions [7] . LEMMA 1. j E {1,2,. . . , Let C be a length-n code of dimension k over Fg, let n}, and let e, be the length n vector with vth coordinate equal to 1 and all other coordinates equal to 0. Then:
(1) c,(u) z C,b>. Brualdi et al. use a result from [5] using Krawtchouk polynomials to get a combinatorial proof of (3). We give a simple proof of (3) by induction on the length of C.
Suppose (3) is true for all linear codes of length less than n. Let C be a code of length n and dimension k over Fq. We consider three cases: the u th column of M(C ') is all zeros, the uth column of M(C) is all zeros, and neither u th column is all zeros. 
where B,", Bi, . . . , Bi is the weight enumerator sequence for C,' . Then (m =j + l), which is equal to the right-hand side of (3) (since Bj = Dj + Ej), completing the proof.
REMARKS
If C is not the code consisting of just the zero codeword, then there exists 0 E {1,2,..., n} such that some codeword of C has v th coordinate not equal to zero. Thus if we prove (3) for the zero code, then we can eliminate case 2 from the previous proof. The proof of (3) when C is the zero code is longer than one might expect, but we look at it because it does involve some interesting combinatorial identities.
Let C be the zero code. 
The product n-j n ! IO r-j j (9 -I)j is the number of ways of choosing a weight-j r-tuple out of n digits over Fq (j of the digits are nonzeros, r -j are zeros, and n -r are not chosen), so summing over j gives the total number of such r-tuples, which is 9r, verifying ( 
The sum inside the brackets on the right-hand side of (9) 
iioC-~)rp'(~~~)(~)j' = (F)&(-l)i(l)(r-i)t. (11)
But, by the inclusion-exclusion principle (see, for example, [2] ), the right-hand side of (11) is the number of functions from a t-set to an n-set with image size precisely r, which of course is 0 for t < r. ( The sum in the right-hand side of Equation (11) is essentially L\', the rth difference of a polynomial of degree less than r, and hence is 0. In fact, Equation (10) respectively. In both cases the proofs are considerably shorter than the one for (3). There is apparently only one other direct proof of (2) in the literature -the one given in [3] . Finally, we give a short proof of (2) in the special case where C is a binary code. Let Z be a subset of {l, 2, . . . , n) of size r. Let C be a (not necessarily binary) linear code of length n over 
